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SMR Holdings has come up with a new project in Whitefield Bangalore named SMR Endeavour.
These residences are located at Whitefield Bangalore. The project offers 2/3 BHK apartments
covering the area range of 1400 sq ft to 1900 sq ft. The starting cost of these excellent flats is Rs
46, 20, 000 onwards.

SMR Endeavour also has many amenities to enjoy like internet connectivity, club house, gym, sky
gallery, indoor games, table tennis, party hall, meditation center, Landscape Gardens, jogging track
and golf putting range. In addition to that it also has 100% power back up, visitor parking-(long stay
and short stay), Common Wash Room in Every Floor, Reticulated gas connectivity to live
comfortably.

SMR group was established by Mr. S. Ram Reddy. Under his supports and directions the group is
working throughout sectors in Bangalore and Hyderabad. With the pure devotion the group has
developed over 7.5 million sq .ft. of commercial and residential space across Hyderabad and
Bangalore. SMR Holding is one of the leading groups in the real estate industry. SMR Group has a
clear vision to deliver high value and good quality construction in the given time and at the same
time they want to be the leading real estate group in South India in constructing the high quality
construction. For the company they value their each and every client and they give value to their
clientsâ€™ hard earned money. They believe in quality works and want to offer their residential and
commercial projects to the clients in a very affordable rate. The group has a team experts and hard
workers who have a clear vision to provide their clients comfortable places.

Each and every apartment of SMR Endeavour reflects royal lifestyle as well as gives a comfortable
place for family living. The flats are ideal for the person who is looking with something specific in
mind or which can later be use for investment. Also the price is reasonable. The project is the
presentation of precision, international quality and perfect mixture of functionality and aesthetic. The
place edifice in itself, attribute to modern design, marking the combination of mystic past and
luxurious future.

SMR Endeavour has the good location, which is the main key while choosing the apartment. It is
located at Hodi Junction, Whitefield, Bangalore and near to RYAN International School â€“ 4.5 Km,
Cosmos Mall â€“ 4 Km. Also it has proximity to large number of famous places like CRM Institute of
Technology â€“ 3.5 Km, Vydehi Medical College â€“ 3.5 Km, Shri Satya Sai Hospital â€“ 3 Km, ITPL â€“ 2.5 Km,
Gopalan National School â€“ 1.5 Km. Its immediate surroundings include Bangalore Biggest Shopping
Mall, Innovative Multiplex, International Tech Park, Shantiniketan, World Trade Center, Star Hotels,
All Major IT Companies, Entertainment Parks.

The booking for SMR Endeavour flats can be done in few easy steps. These are mentioned as:
Identify your apartment. For any queries or to Arrange site visit, contact InvestInNest. Pay earnest
amount on application as applicable. Booking amount Cheque in the name of Developer. Receive
booking confirmation, Receipts from Developer.

For any details about SMR Endeavour, go to:

http://www.investinnest.com/b-smr-endeavour.htm.
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Investinnest - About Author:
InvestInNest is a Professional India Property consultant to provide the service to Mostly NRI, to
invest money in India's booming real estate sector since last 10 years. Learn more at a SMR
Endeavour.
For any enquiry Call 9717841117.
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